
        re autonomous vehicles (more commonly    

        referred to as self-driving vehicles) inherently 

safer than their human-operated counterparts? Car 

manufacturers and technology companies would 

like you to believe so. Insurance companies, 

initially champions of the concept, have begun 

adopting more of a  wait-and-see  philosophy. The 

car and tech companies involved – everyday 

names like Ford, GM, Tesla and Volvo, as well 

tech giants Google/Alphabet (Waymo), Uber, Lyft 

and Apple – are not coincidentally positioned to 

make huge profits if self-driving vehicles take over 

the roads. They have advanced their agendas with 

various assertions that the autonomous vehicles 

will improve society by offering vehicles that are 

safer, a better value, help the environment, and 

eliminate traffic. Bold predictions. Initial data 

analysis clearly opposes some of these statements.
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Opposing 
Philosophies

Collision Course (as defined by Webster's): a course 

(as of moving bodies or antithetical philosophies) that 
will result in collision or conflict if continued unaltered.

   In California alone (as of September, 2018), the 

DMV has received 106 Autonomous Vehicle 

Collision Reports. Consider the tragic result of the 

fatal collision in which a self-driving Uber test 

vehicle killed a pedestrian in Tempe, Arizona in 

March of this year. Or the earlier (2016) crash of 

the Tesla Model S and fatality of its driver that had 

put the car in  autopilot  mode. It s also important 

to note that in the case of California and Arizona, 

the states have mandated that trained human 

drivers be behind the wheel at all times during 

autonomous vehicle testing on public roads, 

regardless of the level of autonomy of the vehicle.

   To get a better sense of real world versus future 

promises, we spoke to people in the field---those 

with real world experience and a stake in the future 

of driving vehicles: Taxi and Uber drivers in 

Chicago, Washington DC, and Miami and a traffic 

engineer in Orlando, Florida. While not strictly 

scientific, the results of their assessments speak 

volumes: Driving is dangerous. Potentially fatal. 

The most prominent factor in traffic related 

incidents is driver error. You could easily draw a 

conclusion that replacing/removing the driver from 

the equation would make car travel safer. Perhaps 

surprisingly then, the drivers and the traffic 

engineer tell a different story. 

(Continued on page 37)

By John Miller 

   Rahul, an Uber driver (and penny-

stock day trader) in Washington, DC 

was blunt:  No. It cannot work. Not in a 

metro area. The streets change. Repairs, 

new roads, construction projects that 

take over roads or make them one-way. 

No  maybe in a rural area...or point-to 

point trips on a road that has limited 

access--like the beltway...maybe not.  

   A Chicago taxi driver named Ramiro 

not only echoed the sentiment but 

demonstrated his beliefs.  Not around 

here. See that city truck parked in our 

lane? We ll go around it, but I know 

there s a couple guys patching potholes 

about 50 feet in front of the truck. You 

can t see them and we have to swerve 

left into the oncoming lane and then 

back into the right lane  but if I cross 

back too soon, I d mow them down like 

bowling pins.  As we arrived at the 

destination (on the opposite side of the 

street), Ramiro executed a legal U-turn, 

turning wide of the stopped traffic and 

pulling into the empty parking lane –

empty, because of temporary no-parking 

restrictions. I watched as he eased away 

into the slow moving traffic. Two 
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bicycle messengers passed in front of 

him, squeezing thru the gap between 

his taxi and the traffic lane. He took it 

in stride. 

   Herman, an Uber driver in Miami 

was equally direct.  Can you swim??  

he asked while laughing at our inquiry 

about self-driving cars.  Look at this  

He showed me and my photographer 

the projected route to our hotel on 3 

different screens, including a google 

maps route, a WAZE route, and a 

dedicated GPS route. All 3 were 

nearly identical.  See THIS?  he 

gestured to the route onscreen.  Here. 

Water main broke about 90 minutes 

ago. Street filled with water and then 

some of it collapsed into a big deep 

hole. Cars were still trying to plow 

thru it and then one got stuck in the 

hole. Dade Public Works finally 

showed up about a half hour ago. Sure, 

Waze and such will eventually get 

wind of it and reroute. Happens a 

couple times a year. More, in some of 

the neglected areas. Are those self- 

driving cars gonna know a puddle 

from a broken water-main sinkhole?  

Herman added (while laughing at us, 

again),  Maybe those high-tech cars 

will be like airplanes and have a life- 

preserver under every seat? I ain t 

worried about being out of work in my 

lifetime. 

   What about the technology? In terms 

of present day technology, self-driving 

vehicles at levels 2-5 (see chart above) 

are typically equipped with three types 

of sensors to detect their surroundings: 

cameras, radar, and LiDAR; along 

with numerous computers to process 

incoming data, using artificial 

intelligence to determine the auton- 

omous operation. Only Levels 2 and 3 

allow for the option of whether a 

human should take over. Levels 4 and 

5 eliminate the fail-over option to 

human intervention/operation. A first- 

hand look was in order. 

    We arranged a ride with an 

autonomous driving tech company 

(that requested not to be identified), 

that would allow us a ride-along in one 

of their self-driving technology -

equipped vehicles. The vehicle 

(pictured above) was loaded with 

cameras, sensors and radar. The 

various screens around the cabin 

displayed real time video imaging and 

data processing from the radar and 

LiDAR. The vehicle was fitted with 

fully functional human controls and 

part of the (legal) requirements were a 

human  failsafe  operator and the 

restriction to operate only on a private, 

closed course test facility. 

The real-time data processing was 

impressive. The object  recognition  

and ability to distinguish between live 
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and inanimate objects: remarkable. 

And the test ride: a dismal failure. 

The trip on the closed course was 

short, marked by abrupt random 

stops and the inability of the 

autonomous vehicle AI to decide 

on a course of action based on 

object and path recognition. 

Ultimately, the failsafe (human) 

operator had to take the controls in 

order to return us to the start point. 

The test engineer along for the ride 

assured us that the software was 

being massively enhanced every 

day and that the bugs could and 

would be sorted out. Perhaps. But 

our test was on a static, closed 

course. How much  enhancement  

is going to be necessary for 

handling a completely fluid, 

changing environment of real city 

streets and highways? 

   Our final real-world/experience-

in-the-field assessment came from 

Amy, a traffic engineer based in 

Orlando, Florida. Her view on 

autonomous vehicles was curiously 

different than the drivers.  Oh, it 

could happen. Not in the massive, 

blues-sky-promised-land-way that 

the car companies or tech firms are 

suggesting...more of a limited scale 

where the parameters can be better 
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Make or break?  Yes, make or 

break. There will be more collateral 

damage  injuries and likely, 

fatalities. It s interesting how 

insurance companies were quick to 

get behind the A-V phenomenon, 

and how equally quick they backed 

away when these vehicles began to 

crash. Ultimately, it  s not just a 

question of technology, it s a 

question of tolerable and manage-

able risk to the insurance companies 

—how frequent AND how costly 

will damage, injuries, and fatalities 

be? And who s responsible? 

Insurance is a business built on data, 

and not the sort of data that an A-V 

is using to navigate. Insurance is a 

modern day fact of life in the USA. 

Other countries may not take the 

same approach and A-V may 

proliferate there. Their technology 

won t be any better..they just put a 

different value on acceptable 

damage, injury, and death. 

   Autonomous vehicles and their 

technologies are at too early a stage 

for us to have the necessary 

information to make a solid 

determination on their safety, but 

there are very clear signs that if we 

don t proceed with caution, we will 

be on a collision course.

controlled  at 

first. Think of it 

like a point-to-

point rail line, 

without tracks. 

The A-V cars, 

trucks, busses, 

whatever, will 

have to prove 

their viability 

and safety in a 

semi-controlled 

way and that 

could well be 

the make or 

break factor.  

Next month:  We speak with auto, property and casualty insurance 

           company executives for their views on autonomous vehicles.
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